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Foreword

D

r. R. Morris and Dr. R.A. Campbell left for Payne-22X from Earth on
the GIS-3 Bancilhon on April 17, 2XX3, and arrived on June 10 of the
same year. They were meant to stay for roughly one rotation of Payne22X, about thirteen months by the Gregorian calendar, charting the flora
(Dr. Morris) and fauna (Dr. Campbell) of one area roughly six kilometres
square at the edge of the exoplanet’s southwestern continent. They were to
be picked up again by the Bancilhon on its way back from its own survey of
further star systems.
Drs. Morris and Campbell did not meet the ship for pickup. Nor had they
sent off more than three of their weekly update bursts, meant both for the
Bancilhon and Earth.
They were searched for both on foot on Payne-22X and by scans from the
Bancilhon and its shuttles.
They were not found, and after some time, the Bancilhon had to obey
orders to come home. They left a tracing buoy in geostationary orbit over
the southwestern continent in the hopes it might pick up some sign of our
missing scientists.
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Not many of the doctors’ personal effects were recovered – their base, a
GISS-standard prefab livedome, had been largely taken over by native
plantlife in the months between their disappearance and the rescue effort. A
nest of a native near-analogue to raccoons had colonized their stairwell.
Dr. Morris’ personal journal was found in a wooded area near the
scientists’ base. An artist as well as botanist, her journal was her diary,
field sketchbook, scrapbook. She used it for everything: to-do lists, details
of life on a planet with a total sentient population of two, studies of the
plant life that was her job to catalogue, and many touching, casual, almost
thoughtless drawings of Dr. Campbell. The journal stands in remarkable
contrast to Dr. Morris’ professional work -- more about gesture and emotion
than the clinical records of flora she left behind. The journal is also the
only record of what may have been the last days of two of Earth’s foremost
minds.
For the first time GISS presents this journal in publication. Dr. Morris and
Campbell’s professional output from Payne-22X has been disseminated
and examined over and over again, but until now, this more private record
has been kept closely guarded. An archive and object of clear historic,
scientific, and scholastic value, it is also an object of art, and now stands as
memorial to two of Earth’s greatest contemporary minds.
Dr. A.M. Tanasugarn, DSc, civilian adjunct to GISS-Exoplanetary
January 8 2XX0
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Dr. R.A. Campbell & Dr. R. Morris (Photography: GISS archives)

TIMELINE

CHECKLIST

Dr. Morris & Dr. Campbell were dropped
off on-planet early afternoon, local time, to
give them enough daylight to set up their
base by.

A practical person, Dr. Morris’ journal is
partially a commonplace book for her work.
These to-do lists are common throughout.
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READYMEALS

NATURE DRAWING

FIRST NIGHT

The doctors were given a supply of ready-to-eat meals large enough to keep them for a
little longer than their scheduled thirteen-month stay on Payne-22X, as GISS leadership
was unsure if the environment on Payne-22X would be suitable for the small hydroponic
garden included with their prefabricated base. GISS personnel have come up with many
nicknames for the standard issue readymeals.

Anyone familiar with Dr. Morris’
professional output will see the resemblance
to her sketchbook drawings, but may be
surprised at how much looser they are. This
is typical of “plein-air” drawing.

Dr. Morris and Dr. Campbell’s inaugural
night on Payne-22X must have been a
casual affair; in their first burst to GISSExoplanetary, Dr. Campbell likened it to “a
first night in a new apartment.”
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POSTERITY

GISS UNIFORMS

THE PLANETARY SYSTEM

This page of Dr. Morris’ journal shows
her occasional thought for the result of her
research -- whatever her speculation, we will
surely remember her and Dr. Campbell for
more than some stars’ nicknames.

Dr. Morris here depicts Dr. Campbell
in a pared-down version of the GISSExoplanetary Exploratory uniform; the only
personnel on Payne-22X, they dressed with
less than usual GISS formality.

Payne-22X is the eighth planet out from its system’s twinned suns. Six of the planets ahead
of it are too hot to sustain human life, and its closest neighbour is a gas giant similar to
Jupter or Saturn in our system. The smaller sun of the Payne system -- named for Cecilia
Payne-Gaposchkin -- orbits around its larger sibling, and the coronas and magnetic fields
of each reach towards the other, indeed giving the pair a peanutlike shape.
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PLANTS

“GET TO KNOW A PLACE”

MEDIUM

“STUMP” PLANT

Meticulous in her professional output, in her
journal Dr. Morris is more lax, and does
not label every plant she draws. To some
at GISS-Exoplanetary, the elisions are what
make her journal so compelling.

Dr. Morris’ two disciplines -- her art and
her botany -- were known to come together
often; she had an artist’s eye for the elegant
solution, for environmental systems that
looked “right.”

This page, along with most other pages in
this journal, is done in a combination of
pencil, brushpen, and marker, in a journal
Dr. Morris made herself from scraps of
paper and card.

The Payne-22X plant Dr. Morris draws twice
on the right-hand page here is called a
“stump” in her work notes, for its surface
resemblance to the remains of a choppeddown tree.
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THE BAY

BAY PLANTLIFE

FILTRATION SYSTEMS

“DR. C”

The scientists’ prefabricated base was set
down by the GIS-3 Bancilhon on a cliff
above a bay; the doctors explored it often.
The plants extend beyond the shore to float,
like lilypads, on the surface of the water.

Dr. Morris noted that the bay was less
saline than expected; she hypothesized the
salt-resistant plants sucked it up. She named
the dominant scrub here “bubblegrass.”

While GISS-Exoplanetary did send Dr.
Morris and Dr. Campbell down with
potable water, the bulk of their supply was
to come from the planet. The filtration pipe
leading from their base to the bay is visible.

Over the course of the weeks recorded in
her journal, Dr. Morris moves from calling
her colleague “Dr. Campbell” to, here, “Dr.
C,” and, later on, simply “Rachel” or “R.”
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FREEZE-DRIED EGGS

DR. CAMPBELL

PLANT SHAPE & CLIMATE

A staple of every spacefarer’s diet, and
never as appealing as one could desire.

Dr. Morris was known to generally be quiet
and occasionally morose; Dr. Campbell
was, largely, cheerful and outgoing, but a
poor breakfast affects us all.

Some shapes are better suited for hot, dry climates than others; GISS-Exoplanetary,
Analysis division has yet to figure out why such shapes are so much in evidence in the
cooler, wetter climate of Payne-22X’s southwestern continent.
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GEOGRAPHY

RIVER

“MOUNTAINS”

“A GOOD DAY WITH RACHEL”

According to imaging
from the GIS-3 Bancilhon,
this area is two kilometres
southeast of the doctors’
base.

Later in her journal Dr.
Morris names this area “R’s
Ravine,” presumably after
Dr. Campbell.

These mountains are not
rock formations; they are the
local equivalent to forests
-- massive accumulations of
bubblegrass.

Some at GISS-Exoplanetary have, upon going through Dr. Morris’ journal, have posited
that Dr. Morris & Dr. Campbell entered into a romantic relationship during their stay on
Payne-22X. This is conjecture; we will leave our crew their privacy, and allow any reader
to come to their own conclusion.
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EVENING

DR. CAMPBELL

These two pages give us some sense of how Dr. Morris and Dr. Campbell spent their offhours in their base by the bay. Dr. Campbell, on the right-hand page, is either writing or
drawing; as there is no evidence of Dr. Campbell taking an interest in making art, or of her
keeping her own journal, it is likely that she is compiling notes for her work.

Some at GISS-Exoplanetary claim these two pages for proof that Dr. Morris and Dr.
Campbell were involved beyond being peers in their work for GISS-Exoplanetary,
Exploratory division; others say that Dr. Campbell was simply the closest drawing subject
to hand, and that these pages show Dr. Morris’ analytical side -- the scientist in her that
looked for patterns, both in the flora she studied and, here, in her colleague’s hairstyles.
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CACTUS

“DOING FINE”

PORTRAITURE

Dr. Morris brought a moon cactus with her
to Payne-22X -- the one Earth plant brought
with them not intended for agriculture. It
is visible in the background of Dr. Morris’
small self-portrait on the left-hand page.

This page has been pointed to as
evidence of Dr. Morris’ generally positive
mental state; she marks the date with an
exclamation point, and draws on it the only
self-portrait in her journal.

Though this image is drawn with the same casual tools and lines as all the other images of
Dr. Cambell that Dr. Morris drew in her journal, it is unique in that it is the only one which
seems to be the result of a deliberate sitting. Dr. Morris’ other portraits seem to be a result
of drawing her colleague from memory, or from drawing Dr. Campbell at her own pursuits,
as on the pages directly prior to these.
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CHOKING VINE

PARASITISM

The GISS-Exoplanetary, Exploratory division rescue team that was sent down to Payne22X discovered many samples of this particular spiny vine in Dr. Morris’ lab. Their prefab
livedome base was additionally found covered in both these vines and the continent’s
omnipresent bubblegrass.

The question of the many species of parasite plants on Payne-22X, along with that of
why so many plants in the temperate region of Dr. Morris’ study are formed in a way
generally thought to be more suitable for hot climates, has never been answered to GISSExoplanetary’s satisfaction. Many at GISS have called for a second exploration team to be
sent to the Payne system to find answers, but for now the risk is too great a deterrent.
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INSECT AND ARTICHOKE

INSECTS

THE BAY

This page shows an insect extending its proboscis into a plant Dr. Morris calls an
“artichoke” -- its thick leaves collect water and particulate matter, which the insects
consume. For more details, see the GISS-published extracts of Dr. Morris and Dr.
Campbell’s Payne system research notes.

Dr. Morris mentions wanting to ask Dr.
Campbell for the name of these insects
native to Payne-22X; Dr. Campbell named
this species the “papyrus beetle.”

Though Dr. Morris and Dr. Campbell named
many plants, animals, and geographic
features around them on Payne-22X, they
never called the bay area where they were
based more than, simply, “the bay.”
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A VIEW OF HOME

“BUOY”

“DISHES”

ARTICHOKES & DANDELIONS

Dr. Morris drew her prefab
livedome many times --- she
had a longtime interest in
the conjunction of alien and
Earth architecture.

Probably a reference to the
data bursts they sent off
weekly; the signals were
cached on buoys seeded
through local space.

“She seems comfortable,”
said one GISS-Exoplanetary
analyst about this page.
“She feels easy committing
to tasks.”

Dr. Morris named many of the plants she discovered on Payne-22X after Earth plants; in
her work notes -- published last year by GISS-Exoplanetary, Exploratory division -- she
explains that she is holding off on giving them Latin names until better aware of the
interrelationships. Calling a Payne plant an “artichoke” was an easy way to remember the
traits that first jump out at her: here, the broad, thick leaves cupping one another.
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CAMERA BALLOON

FOREST

R’S RAVINE

GEOGRAPHY

The balloon was eventually
recovered some kilometres
away from the launch site;
it and its load of photos are
now in GISS archives.

Dr. Morris’ journal was
found deep within the
bubblegrass forest by Cpl.
Elbaz of GISS-Exoplanetary.

This ravine is previously
pictured on pages 18-19 of
this journal.

Though Dr. Morris disclaims her sketch map as “inaccurate,” and though in some areas it
is, it nevertheless gives us a good idea of the focus of the doctors’ study and, when Cpl.
Elbaz happened across the journal, gave the GISS rescue team an idea of where to focus
their search. It was unlikely, they thought, that Dr. Morris and Dr. Campbell would have
gone across the bay, where they would not be able to navigate as easily.
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“OVERNIGHT RAMBLE”

BUBBLEGRASS POLLEN

Dr. Morris and Dr. Campbell both went on what Dr. Morris called “rambles” -- long
excursions to investigate flora and fauna farther away from their base than their usual
excusions. Dr. Campbell would likely have wanted to get a chance to analyze nocturnal
fauna without their habits interrupted by her and Dr. Morris’ presence. A “blind” is a
camouflaged tent with a long, low window, used sometimes for hunting.

Dr. Morris here shows the bubblegrass and a closeup of its flowers, opening to send
out pollen. Some at GISS-Exoplanetary, Analysis division hold that it is the bubblegrass’
pollen that, somehow, caused Dr. Morris’ and Dr. Campbell’s disappearance, but this is
a fringe opinion, and few of the analysts set to the Payne-22X case find it worth further
examination.
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OFFSET

QUESTIONS

THE END

A moon cactus’ “offsets” are the small buds
its upper portion, grafted onto another
plant’s stem, puts out; the upper portion
does not produce its own chlorophyll, thus
its usual orange or pink coloration.

There is much speculation surrounding this
page, along with the blue colour of the
cactus’ offsets, the bubblegrass “pollen”,
Dr. Morris’ possible state of mind, and the
forest where Cpl. Elbaz found this journal.

Dr. Morris, usually conscientious about dating her journal pages, makes no indication of
the date on the right-hand page here except “later” -- in a scribble more hasty than her
usual block capitals. This is the last page Dr. Morris wrote on -- there are several pages left
in the journal, but they are blank. These two pages are the last clue we have as to what
befell Dr. Morris and Dr. Campbell on Payne-22X.
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Afterword

I

was on the GIS-3 Bancilhon to assist in cataloguing the Betelgeuse
system – I’m a corporal trained in both emergency response and
galactic physics, which is what the brass needed. It was an easy cruise,
all the way there and most of the way back. We were kept busy with
training and chore work. Some of us went out in a shuttle buggy from
time to time, but mostly we stayed on board. We were meant to pick up
and drop off two scientists on an alpha expedition to an exoplanet. We
got the first signs of something wrong when they stopped sending out
their update bursts, though that didn’t alarm the brass enough to push us
ahead our schedule. Maybe they got bottlenecked, they said. When we
swung back to Payne-22X, there were no bursts waiting for us at the local
buoys, and no sign of human life on the planet. We were sent out then by
beam and shuttle to look for them.

PREFAB LIVEDOME
Where Dr. Morris and Dr. Campbell lived and worked
while on Payne 22X, at the edge of a bay.
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THE JOURNAL
Cpl. Elbaz took this photo of Dr. Morris’ journal where she
found it in the bubblegrass forest

It’s always eerie visiting someplace uninhabited. The noises are all
wrong. It doesn’t matter if it’s a rock planet with no life or not. Your ear
gets used to alien insects pretty fast, but you don’t stop trying to hear
footsteps or machinery. My team spread out far enough apart that we
couldn’t hear or see each other without our headsets. When it’s like that,
the only human sounds you hear are the ones you make.
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I found the journal maybe two kilometres from the cliff they’d set their prefab
livedome down on. I almost missed it – almost stepped on it, in fact. It was
grown over with some of these odd bubbly mushroom-looking ball plants
they have on Payne-22X instead of grass, but they slid right off when I
picked the thing up. They couldn’t get a grip on its cover, I guess.
I don’t know what to think of that week we spent on Payne-22X. We did
everything we could to find our missing doctors. Eventually we had to go.
I don’t regret that. I regret that we couldn’t find Dr. Morris or Dr. Campbell
– I’d liked them on our way out from Earth. Dr. Campbell and I got along. I
think there wasn’t a person aboard that Dr. Campbell didn’t get along with.
She was like that. Dr. Morris was quieter, but my colleagues who did get to
know her appreciated her company. One private, an amateur artist, told me
she’d given them some good tips about composition.
I hope some day GISS goes back out to Payne-22X. I hope the families of
Dr. Morris and Dr. Campbell get some closure. I don’t have much hope that
they survived out there, a year before we got to them, eight years since
then. I’d like to say I did. But I don’t.
Cpl. S. Elbaz, MPhys, GISS-Exoplanetary, Exploratory division
January 12 2XX0
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This is obviously and entirely a work of fiction by Ariella Bouskila.
Ariella is a recent graduate of Sheridan College’s illustration program and
likes both reading and creating stories about women caring about one
another in space.
More of her work can be found at her portfolio website, agbouskila.com,
and on her Tumblr and Twitter accounts, both @agbouskila.
Thank you for reading.

For the first time publicly in print, GISS presents the journal
of Dr. Rachel Morris, who was lost on the planet Payne-22X
along with her colleague, Dr. Rachel Adrian Campbell.
Dr. Morris’ journal, never seen before outside of private
GISS archives, is a short but compelling look at what may
have been the last days of two of the greatest minds of
the generation. It includes notes, journal entries, and field
sketches of Dr. Morris’ time on Payne-22X.
This edition is introduced and annotated by Dr. A.M.
Tanasugarn, noted civilian adjunct to GISS-Exoplanetary,
and features an afterword by GISS-E Corporal Saada Elbaz,
who was part of the rescue operation on Payne-22X, and
who found Dr. Morris’ journal.
This edition is presented in memoriam of Dr. Morris and Dr.
Campbell thanks to a generous donation to
GISS-Exoplanetary, Exploratory division.

